The expectation value of the metric operator with respect to Gaussian weave state in loop quantum gravity by Tsushima, K























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From 1980s to present, the canonical quantum gravity has progressed dramatically [1].
We call this theory the loop quantum gravity (LQG). The quantum state is characterized
by closed paths on three-dimensional space, and is called spin network state. Its norm is
positive denite. The spin network state is diagonalized with respect to three-dimensional
geometrical observables such as area and volume, and gives them the discrete eigenvalues
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This result is derived independent of strength of the coupling constant, there-
fore, it is the non-perturbative eect. Using the quantum states and the area eigenvalues,
the black hole entropy is calculated by counting the paths of quantum states crossing the
(classical) event horizon [7]. Furthermore, the non-commutativity of space appears [8]. LQG
is not as complete as we call non-perturbative theory, because the Hamiltonian constraint
operator (HCO), which is strongly related to dynamics of the system, is not solved. The
matrix element of the HCO can be calculated with respect to the spin network state [9, 10].
By formal solution of the HCO, the picture similar to Feynman graph, as time evolution of
the spin network state, is obtained [11].
The ultra high energy cosmic ray (UHECR), which energy is larger than 10
11
GeV, have
been detected by AGASA [12, 13]. Assume that the UHECR consists of protons. If its
energy is larger than 10
11
GeV, it can not travel more than 10
2
Mpc because it interacts
the cosmic microwave background radiation. Since there is no sources near our galaxy, the
charged particle has to have a energy threshold, called GZK cuto [14, 15]. However, it
conicts to the data from AGASA.
It can be solved by using the extra dimensions or the high-energy physics beyond the
standard model [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The semiclassical approximation of LQG also can solve
















. The image of semiclassicalize method of LQG is
shown in FIG. 1. This deformation avoids the problem if the coeÆcients take suitable values
[21]. Moreover, these coeÆcients restricted by another observation [22]. Incidentally, the
method of Lorentz symmetry break down was rst introduced by [23].
The Hilbert space of LQG is a space of holonomy, which describes spin networks. In the
semiclassical approximation of LQG, the HCO is regarded as just a Hamiltonian operator.
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FIG. 1: The picture of semiclassical approximation of LQG.
semiclassical approximation of LQG appears in [24, 25, 26]. It does not treats a holonomy
h
I
, but SU(2) connection A
i
a


















































































V is a volume operator. The evaluation of the expectation values can not be calculated
because the SU(2) connection operator is not dened on the Hilbert space, and quantum










=L. L is a scale that the space is regarded as continuum for elds.  is
unknown parameter.
To obtain the coeÆcient restricted from the observation, beyond the order estimation,
we determine a quantum state, which satises semiclassical condition. We introduce a state,
called Gaussian weave state [27], which is superposition of innite number of states so that
it can describe semiclassical space. Then we calculate the codreibein operator before series
expansion. Furthermore, the metric operator, the squere of the codreibein operator, is
calculated in order to study the semiclassical spece. Then we evaluated the expectation
value of the metric operator with respect to the Gaussian weave state.
In next section, we explain a essence of LQG we need, and determine a notations. Section
III is main part, we introduce a Gaussian weave state, and calculate the expectation value
of the metric operator. The techniques for spin network calculation is in appendix.
3
II. LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY
A. Real Ashtekar variable



















to describe the gravitational eld. a; b;    are spatial indices and q
ab
is a three-dimensional




are four-dimensional Ricci scalar and extrinsic curvature,
respectivly. G is Newton constant. The lapse function N corresponds to time-time compo-
nent of four-dimensional metric. Independent variables of this action are, naively, q
ab
and
its canonical momentum. Let us introduce a codreibein 
i
a



























































= 0 . The Immirzi parameter  is a real number that cannot be determined in
the theoretical point of view. The indices i; j;    are degrees of freedom of a local internal


















where  = 8G, which reproduce the original one that made by metric and its conjugate.
The real Ashtekar variable A
i
a







as a vector potential and an electric eld in the SU(2) gauge theory,










































































































are caused by time reparametrization, SU(2) gauge transformation and spatial




In (5), the weight
p

































are density weight one, the integrand also has
an inverse weight. If we naively quantize this, a second order functional derivative emerges
at the same point and the gravitational sector diverges. Therefore this operator is ill-dened.
However, using volume variables and point splitting methods, we can solve these two types
of singularities [28, 29].





y = , centered at x, and f

(x; y) is unity if y in





(x; y) ! Æ
3
(x; y). The volume



















































































In particular, the density weight becomes a negative if n < 1. Let this relation apply to (6).




=  on a numerator. Then we









































































































This corresponds to the regularized electromagnetic Hamiltonian. Similarly, The gravita-
tional Hamiltonian (constraint) can be explained by volume variables and point splitting
5








































The superscript E means Euclidean. If space-time is Euclidean metric and  = 1, the
































































































So the volume variable plays a very important role for regularization of the Hamiltonian
operator.
We divide a spatial integration into regions specied by . We make the region at most
includes one vertex of quantum states, which dened in next subsection. By this division,
if we quantize a regularized variable, that becomes well-dened operator independently .
Thus, the limit will be eliminated.
C. Quantum states





















on the three dimensional space. We call the path e an edge, and parametrize the orbit e
a
of
the edge by s 2 [0; 1]. _e
a





(1) are called vertices. The space of holonomies constructs the conguration
space of connections modulo SU(2) gauge transformations. 
i
(p)
is an anti-hermite generator
of su(2) (p + 1)-dimensional representation, or, equivalently, spin-p=2 representation. p







(e(0)) for g(e(1)); g(e(0)) 2 SU(2).
Quantum state is characterized by closed graph  constructed by edges. Edges meet at a






































































FIG. 2: An example of pentavelent vertex. Five pieces of edges with color P
0
;    ; P
4
have connected
at the vertex. The pentavalent vertex constructed by three virtual trivalent vertices with two virtual





called n-valent vertex. In trivalent vertex, if colors of edges are a; b and c, respectively and
if a and b are given, c can only take ja  bj; ja  bj+2;    ; a+ b  2; a+ b , because of SU(2)







   ; i
n 2
g, we can compose the n-valent vertex by (n   2) `virtual'
trivalent vertices. The virtual edges have many degrees of freedom with respect to its colors,
we regard as basis of the vertex. The way of connection between virtual edges is not unique,
but if we x the basis, the other way of connection can be described by linear combination of
the basis we chose. This basis, the way of connection between edges, is called the intertwiner
















FIG. 2 shows pentavalent vertex, for example.
The spin network S = f; ~p;
~
g that is a set of a graph , colors ~p = fp(e
1

















)g of vertices ~v = fv
1
;    ; v
m
g. It describes







































































































































































where d is SU(2) Haar measure, which normalized
R
SU(2)
d = 1. ~e; ~v mean a virtual edge






are edges (or virtual ones)
that connected with the virtual vertex ~v. The symmetrizer 
a
and the -net (a; b; c) are
dened by (A9,A10).
For simplicity, we sometimes denote a spin network state as  

only the graph , omitting
the colors of edges and intertwiners. The holonomy h
s
along to the segment s, is just a
product operator that operates to  

































.) This operation corresponds to connect 
i
with
the vertex of the edge in the graph.
The volume operator includes three derivative operators as in (A18), they act at vertex.






























































































;    ; e
n 1
are edges connecting at the vertex, and P
0
;    ; P
n 1







































































































































(0) The vertual vertex can take the color-0; 2;    ; 2p, but we treat the color-0
for simply.
III. THE EXPECTATION VALUE OF THE METRIC OPERATOR
A. Gaussian weave state
In LQG, the space is constructed by \excitation" of a graph. Actually, if the graph is not
include the multivalent vertex that valence is higher than three, the volume of the space is
zero. Thus, the \ground state" is not a at space. In order to obtain a at space, the graph












































constructed by the edges, as FIG. 3. The inner product of 
p
is normalized. We take a


















where N ,  are normalization factor and any real paremeter, respectivly. Using the formula





















= 0; 1; 2;    (21)






















































Although the series diverges depending on the value of , it is at most exp(4
2
). However,
in numerical point of view, it is preferable to converge it. Moreover, in order to avoid a

















B. Matrix elements of metric operators
























































































(p; p; p; p) = N
k
(p; p; p; p) 
 r r




























































1 means that the volume operator does not operate to it. By (A33), matrix











































1; p + q; p; p; p)N
k


























































































In right hand side of (29), su(2) generator connects the intertwiner. It is not construct a
quantum state because the spin network state is a function of only holonomies. Thus, we























By spin network calculation, its expectation value is vanishes when v 6= v
0
. Then we treat






























The codreibein operator acts it. There is two cases, I = J and I 6= J , in the operation. In




























































1; js + vj; p; p; p). Therefore, the matrix element of



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































). Since the metric operator acting on only at one vertex remains,











































































































































































































































































































(1; 3; 2; 2; 2) ) (37)
Since n is not essential in numerical evaluation, we treat the case of n = 1, i.e., density




























= 0:254895h > 0 (38)







































We calculated that the expectation value of the metric operator with respect to Gaussian



























































Now, can we acquire the method beyond the order estimation of classical approximation





is not dened. We can not expand a holonomy, and













)) and a derivative of connection is displaced as the dierential between
two vertices. Then it becomes well-dened operator for quantum states. Since we have


















The concrete calculation in consideration of what is described above is under execution. It
will appear in next paper.
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APPENDIX A: SPIN NETWORK CALCULATION
1. Spin network and recoupling theory














































Since we add the minus signature to the crossing line, a symmetric tensor becomes anti-
















































in the knot theory if they are xed the indices upper or lower position. A line of color-a is


















+    

; (A4)









































































































































































( a+ b+ c); n =
1
2
(a  b+ c) and p =
1
2


















































= (a+ d+ e)=2; b
1
= (b+ d+ e+ f)=2;
16
a2
= (b+ c+ e)=2 ; b
2
= (a+ c+ e+ f)=2;
a
3
= (a+ b+ f)=2; b
3
= (a+ b+ c+ d)=2 ;
a
4
= (c+ d + f)=2;
m = maxfa
i
g ; M = minfb
i
g












































































































































































2. Matrix elements of volume operator



























X. The meaning of the square root is that its diagonalized matrix equiv-





X . The summation I; J;K is the label of edges e
I
connected with



























(see (A8)). Let us compute this operation to the
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